
Rising Star 

Poster Making COMPETITION (2020) 

A poster written or printed notice of a fairly large paper, displayed on notice boards or walls to communicate to the 

general public. There are two main types of posters. They are words or text poster and pictorial poster. A written or 

text poster contains text only while the pictorial poster contains largely illustrations with few texts or without text. 

Poster as a communication tool plays a vibrant role in the activities of members of the society.  

RULES 

1. Individual entries will be accepted only. 

2. No hate messages/ racist comments / gender specific messages will be accepted as content of the poster. 

3. All the entries have to be sent through emails. It will be considered as agreed copy write transfer. Institution can 

use the poster for any or all purpose without informing participant   

4. Decision of jury will be final, no dispute regarding their judgment will be entertained  

5. Poster can be made on any type of paper; using any type of colors the scanned image must me in .jpg format 

(preferably HD resolution, 1080) 

6. All entries must be supported by a small explanation of concept that has to be mentioned in email. Not 

attachment other then .jpeg file is required.  

7. File must be saved with the following name: 

College name_Student name_Course_year  

Like Student of INMANTEC named Atul from BBA III year has participated in event then the file must be named 

as INMANTEC_ Atul_ BBA III  

No other format of file name will be entertained. Students can email their entries after registration on the event 

link.  

DATE OF CONTEST– November 9th-11th 2020 

THEME: Indian Festival in the time of COVID 

8. Registration: Registration can be done online. To register participants can send the mail 

9. Last entry will be accepted till 8th Nov 2020 5:00 pm 

10. Results will be declared  with all entries in Google meeting which participants will attend between 9-11 Nov at 

any selected date that will be informed to participants  

 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Judgment will be primarily based on the “Theme, Creativity, Neatness, Originality and Artistic” work done by the 

participants. 

Faculty Incharge: 

Prof Pankaj Dutta (email id: pankaj.dutta@inmantec.edu) 

Dr Gautam Jaiswal (email id: Gautam.jaiswal@inmantec.edu) 


